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here are many different approaches to
collecting stamps. For some, the goal is

completion. When budget considerations or
the urge to finish are the principal motivating
factors, condition standards are usually the
first to be adjusted. A collector who enjoys
stamps without worrying too much about
condition has his place in the hobby. In fact,
those collectors and collections are philately’s
vast majority.
And then there is the HANOVER collection.
In my experience, and knowing how easily

a reputation for accuracy can be undermined
by overstatement, I will say that the HANOVER

collection, judged purely for condition, is one
of the top dozen of its kind in the annals of
philately. That list includes some of the most
famous collections ever sold.
The collector who formed this spectacular

collection of United States nineteenth and
twentieth century issues started by engaging
his son in the hobby. After a short time, the
son’s interests turned elsewhere, but the
father became thoroughly captivated by these
miniature forms of art, especially the finely
engraved issues of the classic era.
Rather than simply satisfy himself with

examples in ordinary condition, our collector
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1851 1¢ Type I (Sc. 5)
Used–PSE 90 Jumbo

Top grade (two only) PSE

1855 10¢ Type II (Sc. 14)
OG–PSE 98 

5¢ 1856 Issue (Sc. 12)
OG–PFC
Ex “Scarsdale”

12¢ 1851 Issue (Sc. 17), finest recorded OG pair–PSE 98 Jumbo



decided early on to establish rigid standards
of quality. He further refined his objectives
and required each stamp to be the finest
example, or at least one of the top-ranking
examples. To ensure his choices were on solid
footing, our collector engaged the services of
Alan E. Cohen, the professional philatelist
who had assisted another great collector in
building the famed “Scarsdale” collection.
The stamps in the HANOVER collection are,

for the most part, unused with original gum
and, whenever possible, Mint Never Hinged.
Almost all have certificates from the leading
expertizing groups, and in many cases they
have been numerically graded. Needless to
say, many of the graded stamps rank at the
very top of the P.S.E. Population Report or
The Philatelic Foundation’s on-line database.
The HANOVER collection will be offered in

two parts. The first, to be held on April 7th,
comprises stamps issued from 1845 through
the 1898 Trans-Mississippi Issue, including a
small group issued by the Confederate States
during the Civil War. The second part, to be
offered in the fall of 2016, will be dedicated to
twentieth century issues and special purpose
stamps known as “back-of-book” issues.
This preview brochure will take the reader

on a tour of the entire HANOVER collection,
using its many spectacular stamps to illustrate
a narrative of United States stamp production.
Along the way, I will comment on some of the
condition factors that challenge collectors
who wish to acquire superb examples.
The story begins with the issues of 1851

through 1869. These stamps, pictured in this
spread and the next, are the quintessential
examples of classical security engraving.

1860 1¢ Type II (Sc. 20)
Plate 11 T Relief

OG–PFC

12¢ 1857 Reprint (Sc. 44)
Unused as issued–PSE 90

1860 1¢ Type I (Sc. 18)
Plate 12 C Relief
Mint NH-PSE 95
Highest grade in any 
OG category and only
Mint NH  in PSE

1857 5¢ Brick Red (Sc. 27)
OG–PFC 80
One of finest known
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1851 TO 1869 ISSUES—THE CLASSICAL ERA OF
POSTAGE STAMP ENGRAVING

In 1851 the stamp printing contract was awarded to the securities and bank note
engraving firm of Toppan, Carpenter, Casilear
and Company. They held the contract until
1861, when the National Bank Note Company
was chosen to produce a new issue.
There were three denominations of stamps

issued in 1851: the 1¢ in blue with a profile
of Franklin; the 3¢ in brownish red with a
profile of Washington; and, the 12¢ in black
with a portrait of Washington, based on the
familiar image painted by Gilbert Stuart. In
1855 a 10¢ in green with Washington’s por-
trait was issued to pay the new postage rate
for transcontinental letters. In 1856 a 5¢
stamp in reddish brown with a portrait of
Jefferson was issued to pay the domestic por-
tion of postage on foreign-bound letters.
Postage stamps had no perforations until

1857, when a new machine was used to create
holes in the paper for separation without the
need for scissors or a blade. After that, three
more denominations were added to the series:
the 24¢ in grayish lilac with Washington’s
portrait; the 30¢ in orange with Franklin’s
profile; and the striking 90¢ high value in
deep blue with a portrait of Washington as a
youthful general.

1861 24¢ Violet (Sc. 70c)
OG–PFC

3¢ 1861 Re-Issue (Sc. 104)
OG–PSE 95

Top grade (one only) PSE

1868 15¢ F Grill (Sc. 98)
Used–PSE 100
Top grade PSE for Sc. 98

24¢ 1861 Re-Issue (Sc. 109)
OG–PFC 90



The National Bank Note Co. 1861 stamps
followed the color and portrait scheme of the
earlier series, but they were a bit larger and
stylistically different. The change was needed
because the federal government demonetized
all of the old stamps, to destroy the value of
any stock remaining in the states that were in
rebellion. Stamps were as good as money, and
the country was at war. The North could not
let the South use all of those stamps to buy
weapons and supplies.
The eight existing denominations were

supplemented in 1863 with a 2¢ stamp in
black, bearing a large full-face portrait of
Andrew Jackson. In 1866 a 15¢ stamp was
issued with a portrait of Abraham Lincoln.
This elegant stamp in black is considered to
be the first true memorial issue, having been
released about one year to the day after
President Lincoln’s death.
In 1867 and 1868 postal officials embraced

a new invention to quell their inflated fears
about cleaning and reuse of stamps. The
“grill” was applied to sheets, causing a small
waffle-like grid impression on each stamp. By
breaking the paper fibers and allowing the
cancel ink to soak in, grilling was believed to
thwart attempts to clean stamps.
In 1869 the National firm won another

contract and produced a set of new designs
that departed from the customary portraiture
and employed bicolored printing for the four
high values. Although the 1869 Pictorial Issue
was publicly denounced for straying too far
from tradition, today the stamps are among
the most sought after of all classic issues, and
the 1869 invert errors are among the world’s
rarest and most valuable stamps.

30¢ 1869 Invert (Sc. 121b)
Unused–PFC

One of seven unused
(only 2 or 3 sound)
Ex Col. Stillwell

3¢ 1869 Re-Issue (Sc. 125)
OG–PF 90

30¢ 1869 Pictorial (Sc. 121)
OG–PFC 95

90¢ 1869 Pictorial (Sc. 122)
OG–PSE 95
Top grade (only two) PSE
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1870 TO 1898 ISSUES—THE GOLDEN ERA OF
POSTAGE STAMP CREATION

After the Post Office Department received 
such a backlash over its adventurous

1869 Pictorial designs, they authorized the
National Bank Note Co. to create a new series.
Away went images of a horse and rider, a loco-
motive, a steamship and historic paintings. It
was back to portraits of Founding Fathers and
distinguished American gentlemen.
The series of stamps issued from 1870

through 1888 is known as the “Large Bank
Note” issue. The name is really something of
a misnomer, since the companies that printed
the stamps—National, Continental and
American—made other issues, before and
after. And the “large” size is only relative to
the “small” 1890 issue that followed it.
The two decades of issues and even longer

period of contemporary usage make the Bank
Notes the keynote stamps of the Gilded Age.
They were designed and engraved by some of
the security printing field’s greatest talents.
Prior to 1893, postal officials did not envi-

sion selling stamps to collectors. However,
one of the country’s greatest marketing men
and the new postmaster general, the depart-
ment store magnate John Wanamaker, saw
the potential for gold in the increasingly 
popular hobby of stamp collecting.

30¢ 1873 Issue (Sc. 165)
OG–PSE 95

Top grade (only two) PSE

30¢ 1890 Issue (Sc. 228)
Mint NH–PSE 95

24¢ 1870 Issue (Sc. 153)
OG–PSE 95

5¢ 1882 Special Printing
(Sc. 205C)—PSE 95
Top grade (only two) PSE



For the World’s Columbian Exposition in
Chicago, Wanamaker authorized a set of six-
teen commemorative stamps, from the 1¢ to
the $5, for a total over-the-counter cost of
$16.34 in 1893. While Wanamaker might
have dreamed of endless demand and mounds
of profit, stamp collectors howled in protest
over what they viewed as an exploitive issue.
Sales of the dollar values were flat.
The Columbian issue was the last printed

by the private sector for many years. Despite
American’s best efforts to cajole, connive and
probably bribe their way into a contract
renewal, in 1894 the job of manufacturing
postage stamps was given to the Bureau of
Engraving and Printing in Washington, D.C.
The First Bureau issue of 1894 was simply a

modified version of the 1890-93 portrait
stamps created by American. Triangular
ornaments were added to the blank fields at
the top, and the 90¢ was replaced with $1, $2
and $5 values. This series was printed by the
Bureau from 1894 until it was superseded by
the 1902 Second Bureau issue.
As the century came to an end, the 1898

Trans-Mississippi Exposition in Omaha,
Nebraska, gave the Post Office another
opportunity to produce a commemorative
issue. This time there were nine stamps with
a total face value of $3.80. It was still too
much for collectors to spend, but in creating
the Trans-Mississippi issue, the Post Office
made what is widely considered to be the
most beautiful of all United States stamps,
the $1 Cattle in Storm. It was engraved by
Marcus Baldwin, one of history’s finest
engravers, and the vignette in black is both
classic and modern in concept and execution.

$4 Columbian (Sc. 244) Mint NH with “CC” imprint—PSE 90

1894 2¢ Carmine Lake, Ty. I (Sc. 249)
Mint NH–PFC 98 Jumbo

$1 Trans-Mississippi (Sc. 292) Mint NH–PSE 98
Top grade (only two) PSE
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TWENTIETH CENTURY ISSUES—THE ENGINE
OF MASS PRODUCTIONMAKES ITS MARK

With the growth of American technology,
industry and commerce, the demand

for postal services exploded. To meet this
demand, the Post Office added services and
increased output of postage stamps. The
issues from 1901 to the start of World War II
reflect these significant changes.
The new century began with commemora-

tion of transportation technology, the theme
of the 1901 Pan-American issue. The stamps
were designed for the exposition held in
Buffalo. Because the event had a commercial
function, the Post Office was careful not to
spell out its name on the stamps—instead,
they read “Commemorative Series, 1901”—
but the set of six bicolored stamps, at an
affordable 30¢, was a hit with the public and
collectors. Sales might have been helped
when the public learned that valuable 1¢ and
2¢ invert errors were bought at post offices.
Those errors and the false report of a 4¢

invert caused the Third Assistant Postmaster
General to ask the Bureau if they could locate
any 4¢ error sheets. Possibly through mis-
communication, the Bureau thought they
had been asked to print some 4¢ errors, so
they sent 400 in freshly printed panes to the
Third Assistant Postmaster General’s office.

1¢ Invert (Sc. 294a) OG–PSE 90–Top grade

2¢ Invert (Sc. 295a) OG–PF/PSE 98–Top grade (only one)

4¢ Invert (Sc. 296a) OG–PF 90

SET OF 1901 PAN-AMERICAN INVERTS



Over the next four years, 173 copies of the
4¢ invert were handed out as favors, almost
all with a rubber-stamped “Specimen.” One
pane of 100 was given to the National
Museum, and the rest were destroyed. The
museum curator later traded 97 of the errors,
without the “Specimen,” to two major dealers
for other stamps needed for the collection.
The HANOVER collection contains a full set

of the 1901 Pan-American inverts, each in
absolutely superb, lightly-hinged condition.
All three inverts have been graded—the 1¢ at
90 and 2¢ at 98 (both P.S.E.), and the 4¢ at
90 (P.F.). In each case, the grade is the highest
recorded, and the 2¢ is the only Superb 98.
Having assembled census data for all of the

Pan-American inverts and knowing which
examples were held in past collections, I can
say with certainty that the HANOVER set is the
finest ever assembled by one collector.
The mechanization and technology boom

of the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries played an important role in the
postal system and stamp production. For
example, in 1906 the first vending-and-affix-
ing machine stamps were manufactured by
private companies from imperforate sheets
supplied by the Post Office. Two years later
the government followed with its own coil
stamps. These were both a convenience for
the public and a necessity for companies that
produced mass mailings of advertising material
for the country’s thriving mail-order business.
In 1913 the Parcel Post system was revamped

to handle interstate commerce. And in 1918
the world’s first regular government airmail
service was launched. Special stamps were
issued for both new ventures.

2¢ Shield Coil (Sc. 322)
OG–PSE 98

Top grade (only two) PSE

3¢ Orangeburg Coil (Sc. 389)
Used–PFC

$5 1902 Issue (Sc. 313)
OG–PF 95

8¢ Bluish Paper (Sc. 363)
OG–PSE 85
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The Bureau continued to produce postage
stamps during the pre- and post-World War I
years. In 1908 the long-lasting Third Bureau
definitive issue was released, better known as
the Washington-Franklin series. These stamps
were the workhorses of the postal system until
1922, when the redesigned Fourth Bureau
issue superseded them.
The Washington-Franklin stamps track an

evolution in stamp manufacturing and reflect
the Bureau’s efforts to keep up with demand,
as well as the effects of World War I. During
this period, the Bureau experimented with
methods to eliminate paper shrinkage, tried
different perforation gauges to find the right
balance between sturdiness and separability,
introduced the rotary press for continuous
web-fed print runs, produced large quantities
of imperforate and coil stamps, and substituted
offset printing for steelplate intaglio to conserve
steel needed for arms manufacturing.
All of these technological and historical

changes imbue the Washington-Franklin
series with subtle characteristics that stamp
collectors discern with a studied eye. Among
common designs, rarities abound, distin-
guished by the presence or absence of a water-
mark, a tiny difference in the design caused
by the printing method, or a combination of
traits created by a short-lived circumstance.

1915 2¢ Ty. I Rotary Coil
(Sc. 449)

Mint NH Line Pair
PFC

2¢ 1910 Coil (Sc. 386)
Mint NH Line Pair
PSE 90
Top grade (only one) PSE

1914 3¢ Perf 10 Coil (Sc. 445) Mint NH Line Pair–PFC 98



THE CHALLENGE OF FINDING PERFECTION

Every collecting field has its criteria for
perfection. A painting that has been

carefully preserved and is not relined or
repainted. A mint state coin that is free of all
but the tiniest microscopic blemishes. A large
diamond with D color, perfect proportions
and flawless clarity. A baseball card that has
bright colors, sharp corners and no creases.
And, of course, a stamp that was made with a
measurably high degree of precision and
shielded from elements that might affect the
color, paper and gum.
There have always been stamp collectors

who want the “finest” examples. Some have
succeeded in maintaining high standards.
Others have failed, either by compromising
or being misinformed. The introduction of
numerical grading more than a decade ago
has helped tighten standards and provide a
very high degree of consistency in judging
quality. The availability of numerical grading
data has also helped collectors determine an
accurate assessment of relative rarity.
The HANOVER collection was formed during

the past decade, a time when the availability
of material and the reliability of descriptions
have made it possible to build a truly great
collection of superb United States stamps.
Prospective bidders who view the HANOVER

collection should pay particular attention to
the quality characteristics that make a stamp
exceptionally fine: precise centering and large
margins, rich color and sharp impression,
freshness of paper, the state and appearance
of the gum, and the relative ranking of the
stamp among the total population.

1915 $1 Perf 10 Double-
Line Watermark (Sc. 460)

Mint NH–PSE 98

1923 1¢ Rotary Perf 11
(Sc. 594)

Used–PF 90

1915 50¢ Perf 10 Single-
Line Watermark (Sc. 440)
Mint NH–PSE 100
Top grade (only one) PSE

2¢ Ty. Ia Imperforate with
Schermack Private Perfs
(Sc. 482A)
Used–PSE 90
Top grade (only two) PSE
Ex Twigg-Smith
and “Scarsdale”
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The HANOVER Collection will be offered in two parts:
PART ONE: 1845-1898 Issues—Thursday, April 7, 2016

PART TWO: 20th Century and Back-of-Book Issues—Fall 2016
Catalogues may be requested by calling 212-753-6421 or visiting siegelauctions.com

Bidders who have registered with Siegel and Stamp Auction Network will be able to
participate using Live Internet Bidding. New clients must register and provide
trade and bank references at least three business days prior to the sales.

For information about the sale, please visit
siegelauctions.com

or call 212-753-6421 to speak with
one of our philatelic specialists.

60 East 56th Street, 4th Floor, New York, NY 10022
Email: stamps@siegelauctions.com


